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CONTEXT
PASS-PCADR is working since 2006 to improve smallholder pig 
raising system. Improvement involves all the production 
factors (pig pen, feed, health and genetics) with different 
levels of intensification. A preliminary work based on short-term 
fattening of 155 pigs had been carried out in 2006 and 2007 
with 32 smallholders and had showed positive technical and 
economic performances (average of 30 USD/head net profit for 
the more intensive system). However, the protein concentrate 
aliment, imported from Thailand, represents the main factor in 
the total production feed intake cost. In order to reduce these 
costs, the project started to experiment the use of DMC by-products 
in replacement to concentrated aliment.

OBJECTIVES AND METHODS
This study compares the technical and economic performances of short time pig fattening 
systems using pigeon pea (Cajanus cajan) as a main source of protein to feed intake based 
on imported protein concentrate aliment. Short- term trials of pig fattening (5 months) 
were undertaken with 3 groups of piglets (exotic breed) fed with 3 different kinds of feed 
intake. A control group (Group 1) received feed composed of rice bran, corn and 
concentrate aliment. Group 2 received feed composed of rice bran, corn, concentrate 
aliment and Cajanus cajan. Group 3 received the same feed composition than Group 2 
but Cajanus cajan was processed (boiled).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The results of these trials show that using pigeon pea for pig feed had positive 
impact on the Average Daily Growth (ADG) rate. The ADG obtained after 150 
days with Groups 2 (523 g/days) and 3 (529 g/days) were significantly higher 
(P<0.05) than those obtained with Group 1 (464 g/days). Furthermore, feed 
intake composed of 18 % of pigeon pea allowed to reduce the use of concentrate 
aliment by 30% and, hence, reduced by 15% the total feed production cost for 
150 days of fattening. In average, the pigs fed with pigeon pea and sold after 
150 days of fattening provided a net benefit increase of 24 USD per head.
This study provides very encouraging results and suggests that the integration 
of DMC by-products into pig raising activities can effectively help to increase 
smallholders’ incomes. Besides the increase corn yields by controlling 
weed pressure and improving soil fertility (i.e. average increase of 500 
kg/ha after two years) it provides average yields of 1.2 t/ha of pigeon pea. 
Another important conclusion is that the variety of C. cajan used 
(imported from Thailand) does not contain anti-nutritional factors susceptible 
of influencing pig growth.
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Figure 1: Pigs growth during experimentation
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